
BRUCE JACK CLEAN SLATE
SINGLE VINEYARD SHIRAZ

Shiraz grows like it wants to fly away – especially on the precarious slopes 
of our windswept mountain. Hand-dug holes on the rockiest aspect of 
our farm keep these vines anchored in the bedrock of our dreams. Eight 
nerve-racking years of patient vine husbandry slipped into memories and 
historical weather data before we excitedly welcomed an intense, but 
small crop into our winery. A further two winters resting in barrel rewarded 
us with the essence of mother nature’s humbling power and magnifi-
cence. Cellared respectfully this wine will develop gracefully for at least 
two decades after harvest. Enjoy.

All you really need for this wine is a magnificent view and an African 
sunset. Preferably in the  bush, with the smell of wood fire smoke, baked 
red earth, crushed dried grass and the roar of a territorial lion in the 
distance.
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FOOD PAIRING

YOUR ONE STOP WINE SOLUTION

The Bruce Jack wines reflect the culmination of the lessons I am still learn-
ing over a 25-year adventure in the wine industry. Along the way, I discov-
ered that ultimately, when all is said and done, a consumer’s satisfaction 
with a wine is governed by a single thing: value. 

It doesn’t matter if you are tasting a famed, last-bottle vintage of some 
famous Burgundian vineyard or searching out an everyday tipple on the 
supermarket shelves – your appreciation of the drinking experience is 
either thrilling or disappointing, and that is determined by your percep-
tion of that wine’s value.

: 100% Shiraz

: 15.0 º Alc. Vol.

: Overberg Highlands

: 6.4 g/lt
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